Abstract. In this paper a new permutation generator is proposed. Each subsequent permutation is generated in a cellular permutation network by reversing a suffix/prefix of the preceding permutation. The sequence of suffix/prefix sizes is computed by a complex parallel counter in O(1) time per generated object. Suffix/prefix reversing operations are performed at the same time when the permutation is actually produced.
Introduction
Generation of combinatorial objects belongs to a group of fundamental combinatorial problems that arise from many application areas. Many sequential and parallel generation algorithms were discovered [2, 3, 5, 7, 11] and analysed [1, 10] .
In this paper a new harware-oriented permutation generator is described in which the generation of permutations is equivalent to generation of interconnection patterns in a cellular array. We generalized the Zaks' permutation generation algorithm [11] by allowing both prefix and suffix reversals. It is shown that suffix/prefix reversals operations can be implemented in a triangular cellular network [4] . As a result the set of all n! permutations is generated in two different linear orders. If more then one generator is available the parallelization of the computations on the level of the set of objects also becomes possible and corresponding adaptive algorithm can be easily constructed [1] .
A Representation of Permutations
Let < A i > i∈I denote an indexed family of sets A i = A, where: A = I ={1, ... , n}. Any mapping f which "chooses" one element from each set A 1 , ..., A n is called a choice function of the family < A i > i∈I [8] . With additional restrictions we can model by choice functions various classes of combinatorial objects. If for every i = j a suplementary condition: a i = a j is satisfied then any choice function α =< a i > i∈I that belongs to the indexed family < A i > i∈I is called n-permutation of the set A. Set of all such choice functions represents the set of all permutations of the n-element set.
Prefix of the size p of the choice function α =< a i > i∈I is defined as the choice function π =< a i > i∈P , where P={1, ... ,p} and 1≤p≤n. Suffix of the size s of the choice function α =< a i > i∈I is defined as the choice function σ =< a i > i∈S , where S={n-s+1, ... ,n} and 1≤s≤n.
Left cyclic shift of lenght t, 2≤t≤s, of the choice function σ =< a i > i∈S is the choice function ϕ =< a i > i∈S such that
Reversal of the choice function σ =< a i > i∈S is the choice function
We use also the notation ξ = σ rev . Reversal of the choice function σ =< a i > i∈S may be obtained by concatenation of left cyclic shifts of this choice function of lenght 2,3,...,s as stated in the following theorem (proof is omitted here):
There is one to one correspondence between any linearly ordered set C of all choice functions α, with cardinality |C| = c, and linearly ordered set {0, 1, ..., c − 1}. If α ∈ C then ρ(α) =x is called rank of α, where ρ is the ranking function. The function ρ −1 (x) = α is called unranking function.
Cellular Permutation Network
The triangular permutation array built from 2-state cells was invented by Kautz, Levitt and Waksman [4] . Each single cell has two inputs i 1 , i 2 , two outputs o 1 , o 2 , and performs identity permutation
. A group-theoretic formalism and an efficient O(n) algorithm for programming this cellular network in order to realize any n-permutation was proposed in [9] . Then the triangular network was applied for hardware generation of permutations in a new order [5] . By adding an extra cell state and proper control structure a versatile programmable hardware generator of n-permutations, (n,k)-combinations and all at most m-block partitions was constructed [6] . The triangular KLW networks enable easy suffix and prefix reversal operations (see Fig.1 ). In both networks any single column of cells in "interconnection" state performs a cyclic shift of lenght t, i.e. the choice function ϕ t . Thus, according to Theorem 2, suffix reversal operation may be obtained in the network as a concatenations of column cyclic shifts (see Fig.1 .a).
Property 1. For any n-permutation α the suffix reversal of size s is performed in KLW and reverse KLW networks by setting all columns n-s+1,. . .,n in the "interconnection" state.
In both networks any single row of cells in "interconnection" state performs a cyclic shift of lenght t, i.e. the choice function τ t . Thus, according to Theorem 1, prefix reversal operation may be obtained in the network as a concatenations of row cyclic shifts (see Fig.1.b) . setting all rows 1,. . .,p in the "interconnection" state.
Property 2. For any n-permutation α the prefix reversal of size p is performed in KLW and reverse KLW networks by

The Algorithm
Permutation generation method proposed by Zaks [11] produces the next n-permutation by reversing a certain suffix of the previous permutation. The initial permutation is <1,2, ... ,n>. The sequence of consecutive suffix sizes is described by the following recursive formula:
and is written as concatenation of its elements.
Property 3. If the sequence of suffix sizes generated by the above formula is interpreted as the sequence of prefix sizes then the method of permutation generation by prefix reversal is complementary to Zaks' suffix reversal method.
Input : n -size of the set. Output: In [11] an iterative algorithm for computing the s n sequence was developed. Our permutation generation algorithm computes suffix/prefix sizes by a counting process. According to the adopted method the consequtive permutations are obtained by suffix or prefix reversals. Sample sequences generated by the algorithm PERMGEN, for n=4, are depicted in Table 1 . Additional sequence in column C (counter carries) reflects a method of hardware generation of suffix sizes as described in next section. operations defined on the n-element set do correspond to interconnection patterns between inputs and outputs in the array. In hardware implementation the suffix/prefix size is not computed directly as in the step 5.4 of the algorithm but indirectly by computing counter carries stored in table C:
, controls states of all cells in columns (i-1) of the permutation network while suffix reversal is performed. Similarly, each C[i], 2≤i, controls states of all cells in rows (n+2-i) of the permutation network while prefix reversal is performed. Each next permutation is obtained from the preceding one by single pass of permutation elements through the network in a constant time dependent on the size of the network size, which is O(n).
Concluding Remarks
In this paper new permutation generator has been described. In opposition to the original Zaks' algorithm our method of permutation generation is hardware oriented, uses either suffix or prefix reversal operations, provides parallelization of computations on the single object level and produces permutations in the form of interconnection patterns in the permutation network. Due to these properties the proposed solution can be located among other hardware generators of combinatorial objects having similar characteristics and applications [5, 6] .
